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Cloud Technology Offers Pharma Business Benefits 
Flexible Measurement Technology from Delphin 

 
Product temperature history is crucial to 
Pharma businesses, with stringent 
regulations requiring full temperature 
history for all products. While the use of 
temperature dataloggers and other 
temperature monitoring systems is now 
commonplace, Cloud Storage services 
are increasingly popular as a way to give 

regulators proof of best practices. With a cloud storage service, no 
matter how many temperature monitoring points you have, all the data 
is immediately sent online in real-time. 

 
Cloud Storage Gives Proof of Best Practices 
 
Cloud storage is an ideal medium for data transparency in temperature 
supply chains. On the cloud, all the temperature data is right there in real 
time, easy to arrange and view by product, room, shipment etc.  
 
When it comes to regulatory compliance, inspectors have everything 
they need, from the product’s full temperature history to the duration of 
storage/transit, all the way to its receipt by vendors if your system is 
installed in trucks. 
 
Accsense Monitoring 

Accsense Monitoring Systems include wired, wireless and WiFi systems 
which use internal and external sensors to measure Temperature and 
many other values. Accsense remote monitoring systems automatically 
send data to a secure cloud server for storage. Accsense is commonly 
used for temperature monitoring in hospitals and pharmacies, for 
medical cleanrooms, cold chain storage, and many other industries. 
 
Accsense lets you set up powerful alarms which send out email, pager 
or phone notifications whenever your product’s temperature goes out of 
specification. These wireless monitoring systems also send out Power 
or Internet outage notifications. Users sign in using a standard web 
browser to retrieve reports and graphs, and can modify the system 
configuration from anywhere an internet connection is available.  
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Overview: 
• Accsense automatically sends email, sms text 

message, pager or phone alerts 
• Continually monitor and log your data and view real-

time data  
• Accsense remote monitoring systems can also monitor 

humidity, voltage, current, light, and vibration readings 
• Gain remote access to your data with online graphing, 

reporting and configuration features 
• Complies with FDA, JCAHO, AABB, and other industry 

standards 
 
TandD: Reliable and Rugged 

TandD Corporation offers wireless temperature data loggers; 
temperature and humidity loggers with USB or Ethernet interfaces; and 
high-accuracy temperature recorders. TandD maintains a free Cloud 
WebStorage service to host users’ data files, in contrast to competing 
services which charge a monthly fee. 
 
The bestselling RTR-500 Series of Wireless Data Loggers can 
automatically send data and user-set alarms via cellular phone networks 
for remote or in-vehicle data collection. These data loggers will also 
send you a 'back to normal' alarm as soon as temperatures go back to 
safe levels.  
 
Features: 

• Process and Manage your Important Data Anytime from 
Anywhere 

• Low-Cost Monitoring 
• Wireless Data Logging Systems 
• Remote Alarm Systems  
• Easy Expansion of the Wireless Communication Range 

 
For more info on our selection of Cold Chain Data Loggers, to find the 
ideal solution for your application-specific needs, contact a CAS 
DataLoggers Application Specialist at (800) 956-4437 or visit our 
website at www.DataLoggerInc.com. 
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